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Introduction
Barely two decades ago, few papers would have endeavored to model the joint evolution of Core Inflation (CI) and Headline Inflation (HI) as the former was but a lagged indicator of the latter [17] . A basic Lag Operator would most probably have been an efficient modeling framework. Indeed, while the headline inflation measure derived from the evolution of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) became a household name for market practitioners and journalists, its Core Inflation counterpart derived from the CPI excluding Food and Energy prices remained mostly unknown except for a few central bankers and monetary economists.
Moreover, and as a lasting legacy of the seventies' oil shocks, we have come to accept that exogenous oil price shocks (EOPS) are the driver of long term inflation. Thus, we used to firmly believe that any spread between the two was consistent with the lag induced by the pass-through of EOPS to the general level of prices in the economy. The effect of which should be persistent, thus leading CI to catch up with HI's level and thereby closing the spread between both inflation measures as illustrated by Figure 1 . Yet, a structural macroeconomic shift that took place in all industrialized economies during the late eighties would challenge this status quo as [1] explained in their seminal paper. As advanced economies worldwide transformed themselves profoundly during the eighties, particularly through the rapid development of services to the detriment of energy hungry industrial activities, the energy intensity of output dropped. Moreover, during those years, new monetary policies in the form of inflation targeting were progressively put in place and seemed to have performed better than previous ones at reducing the macroeconomic impact of EOPS. Additional evidence of relaxation of nominal wage rigidity all feed into the macroeconomic regime change evidenced by [1] . The consequences of which being that during the last decade, EOPS have had virtually no impact on CI as is strikingly evidenced by both [15] and [3] even though their impact on HI had greatly increased according to [1] . As a result, we now have to deal with an increasingly more volatile HI which, however, mean reverts to the level of the CI [9] , which has become increasingly stable in the meantime.
As evidenced by [8] , the absence of EOPS pass-through into CI has several interesting implications for portfolio management: the first of which being that while the historic correlation between a proxy of traded commodities (GSCI-TR index) and CI is extremely low, conversely its correlation with the (HI-CI) spread has been extremely high (significantly above 80%). The second one is that since CI became very stable while HI became increasingly volatile, the share of the variance of HI explained by changes in CI is fairly low (slightly under 16%), thus highlighting the increasing role of commodities as the driver of inflation volatility even if its long-term level is determined by CI as a result of the mean reversion of [9] . Modeling the HI-CI spread, itself intrinsically linked with commodities, is clearly of the essence if we want to investigate cross-hedging possibilities between commodities and inflation derivatives.
Most inflation derivatives existing today were designed in the early eighties, at a time when choosing between core and headline inflation measures was not really an issue. The development of new products using CI as an underlier has been severely curtailed by the fact that it is currently an untraded quantity, thus also lacking a mark-to-market (MtM) reference 0.50% We thus chose a simple Vasicek model [16] to model a core factor c which should thus be constrained to mean revert around the targeted inflation value with speed .  The mean reversion property of HI to CI evidenced by [9] led us to model HI as a time series reverting around the CI anchor at speed . Since [8] showed that the HI-CI spread is strongly cointegrated to traded commodities, it opens a way to link our inflation model to the desired commodity market, thus also reflecting [1] findings on the major role of oil prices on inflation's volatility.
 As we want to extend [8] work into futures markets, we aim to link the HI-CI spread with commodity futures. To simplify our modeling, we chose to reduce the commodity universe to crude oil futures which are both very liquid and there is an easily available historic dataset. Yet, even if crude oil futures are heavily traded, they experience a very significant level of volatility, the magnitude of which greatly dwarfs that of inflation indices. To extract a much less noisy equilibrium price from the volatile market quotes, we used the model of [14] , as well as their filtering procedure to reduce the information of oil futures prices to a set of underlying state variables.
We aim to calibrate our model to relevant market information which is made up of the forward HI curve and oil futures. We expect the calibrated model to exhibit the following properties:
 As a result of its mean-reversion property, HI should converge toward the forecasted CI long-term level. Thus the long BEI should be used to calibrate the CI proxy BEI as can partially be seen in Figure 3 .
 Since oil price movements should impact the short end of the curve more than the long one, the slope of the curve should be a relatively good proxy to calibrate our head-core spread factor. This intuition is validated by Figure 2 .
The paper is organized as follows, section 2 presents a factorial model for inflation and nominal market. Section 3 describes the estimation procedure for the model. We propose a pragmatic estimation procedure which requires a minimal set of assumptions and "tests" the model from a phenomenological point of view only relying on the functional representation of the HI forward curve and the nominal yield curve. We also apply Kalman filtering to the model. Section 4 briefly presents the commodities model of [14] . Section 5 presents the results of the estimation and links the signal extracted from the inflation market with the ones extracted from the commodities market.
A factorial model for Inflation
In this section we build a factorial model for Inflation. The pricing of Inflation derivatives cannot be made without a model for the nominal discount curve. Classic approaches such as [11] model inflation as the exchange rate between the nominal and the real economy, instead we model inflation directly as a traded asset. Though this assumption is inconsistent with market reality 1 , it leads to very similar formulae for ZCIIS prices. We only apply our model to study the phenomenology of the market inflation forward curve and do not use it for accurate and consistent pricing of inflation derivatives instruments. This allows assumptions to be simplified; in particular it allows us to neglect the convexity adjustments coming from the lag between the date of observation of the inflation index and the payment date of the coupon in the derivative. 
Dynamic assumptions
In all the following we consider a continuous trading economy with a trading interval [0, * ]
for a fixed * > 0 The uncertainty in the economy is characterized by a probability space (Ω, ℱ , ). Information evolves according to the augmented filtration {ℱ } ∈[0, * ] generated by a + 2 -dimensional standard Brownian motion . We assume that the market is arbitragefree which implies the existence of an equivalent martingale measure under which discounted asset prices are martingales. We directly model the dynamics of the underlying state variables under this measure.
We consider a vector dynamics ( , , ), where is a vector process in ℝ . The dynamics under the risk-neutral measure is given by
Where Σ ∈ ℳ (ℝ). We then assume that the nominal spot rate is given by
The underlying market inflation index follows the dynamics under the risk-neutral measure = The model belongs to the class of multi-factor Gaussian models. Both the ZC bonds and the ZCIIS are explicit functionals of the underlying state variables of the model , , . Given our specification, the factors ( , ) are the factors driving the Inflation market, while the factors are driving the nominal bond market.
Model interpretation
The state variables of the model admit a clear interpretation. The nominal market model is a classic linear Gaussian model [7] , [6] , and it is well known that by choosing different scales for the mean reversion parameters , the factors can be identified with the main drivers of the curve (the long term rate, the slope, the curvature). The interpretation of the inflation market state variables is similar. The factor is the instantaneous growth rate of inflation and can thus be seen as the market equivalent of HI. Precisely as it will be endogenous to our model, it is the instantaneous HI extrapolated by our model from the market inflation forward curve. The factor c is the mean to which HI reverts, this mean is stochastic (probably less volatile than i).
According to economic literature, HI shows significant mean reversion to CI. Then the factor shall be viewed as a market indicator for CI, again to be more precise than the instantaneous CI extrapolated by our model from the market inflation forward curve.
Yield and breakeven curve reconstruction formulas
The expression of nominal ZC bonds is easily derived from arbitrage-free constraints. We refer to [2] for further details, we have
We now turn into the pricing of ZCIIS, let us note by ( , ) the date value of the Breakeven rate for maturity from and by , the continuously compounded rate, we have where stands for the risk-neutral measure and ℱ stands for the information at date . From standard change of numeraire techniques [5] we have where stands for the -forward neutral measure i.e. the equivalent martingale measure associated to the numeraire , . We verify that the above conditional expectation admits an exponential affine expression w.r.t. the Inflation market factors , , and furthermore that this expression is homogeneous in i.e. it only depends on .
Where (2, 2) = ( , ) 1≤ , ≤2 of the matrix and ² = . In all the following we assume that is a diagonal matrix.
Remark 1:
Let us note that while keeping a correlation structure between the inflation market and the nominal market factors, the model exhibits a certain orthogonality property. The nominal yield curve only depends on the factors while the inflation forward curve only depends on the factors ( , ). This allows us to confirm the model interpretation we have given above and will allow an efficient estimation of the model on market data.
A market forward curve for core inflation
The model allows us to build a "pseudo" CI forward curve. Miming the construction of the HI BEI curve, we define the CI forward curve. Let us denote by ( , ) the date value of the breakeven rate for maturity for CI and by , , the continuously compounded version of this rate. Then we take the following definition The dynamics of the core factor under the risk neutral measure is given by
. Then the expression of the forward core inflation curve is given by
Where
We interpret the curve YIC as the market anticipation on the future CI.
Remark 2:
Let us note that while the forward curve depends on both the headline and the core factors, the market forward curve is entirely determined by the core factor .
Empirical estimation of the model
Both the dynamics of the nominal and the inflation market are entirely explained by the underlying state variables ( , ) and . These variables are not directly observable in the market and must be estimated using the market data on the nominal yield curve and the inflation forward curve. Rather than proceeding to a complete but necessarily unstable (given the high dimensional setting) estimation of both the model factors and parameters, we propose an intuitive and efficient estimation procedure; specifically, it is a signal processing procedure. Our aim is not necessarily to estimate the model parameters but rather to extract a "clean" signal from market data. We test the model from a phenomenological point of view, meaning we will not test the relevance of the dynamical assumptions on the underlying state variables (1) but only the functional representation of the nominal yield curve (4) and of the inflation forward curve (6). We propose two alternative signal processing methods: a "pragmatic" one based on the variations of the yield curve and the forward inflation curve, and a classic Kalman filtering procedure. The results obtained by these two methods are very close.
Dataset description
Our dataset consists in weekly observations of prices for US ZCIIS of 1, 2, 5 and 10-year maturities for the inflation market (4 contracts in total), and of the yield curve build from US swap rates (we only take 5 pillars corresponding to 3 months, 1, 2, 5 and 10 years). We use close prices on Wednesdays (to avoid noise coming from end/beginning of week market jumps) from November 2007 to January 2013, making a total of 273 sets of observations of the 4 ZCIIS and of the 5 pillars. These prices were obtained through Bloomberg, specifically using the following Tickets:
 Ticket USSWIT1, USSWIT2, USSWIT5 and USSWIT10 for HI BEI  Ticket US0003M, US0001Y, US0002Y, US0005Y and US00010Y for the swap rates
Signal processing methodologies
Our signal processing methods are based on two key facts: the homogeneity of the model, and the fact the nominal yield curve only depends on the factors , while the inflation breakeven curve only depends on the factors and .
Pragmatic signal processing: "variations"
In the model the movements of the yield curve are entirely captured by the movements of the Let us note that the optimal factors only depend on the values of the functions and at the tenors chosen for the estimation procedure. These functions are entirely determined by the mean reversion parameters , and . We claim that these parameters can be arbitrarily set (to keep interpretability of the factors) and that their value does not have a major impact on the capacity of the model to reproduce the variations of the curves.
Kalman filtering
Kalman filtering can naturally apply to our context, for a detailed description of the method we refer to [10] . The SDEs (1) These methods lack of robustness, especially in a multi-dimensional setting as ours, and robust estimation procedures require sophisticated techniques. Limiting ourselves to the estimation of the factors is sufficient for our purposes. We conjecture that the simple estimation procedure presented above gives results that do not significantly differ from the ones given by the Kalman filter. Yet, we can play on the observations noise parameter to smooth the signal extracted from the Kalman filter.
Numerical results
The behavior of the nominal interest rate model is well known [4] . Let us just mention that by choosing different scales for the factors will naturally be identified with the long term rates, the slope, the curvature, etc, which is illustrated in Figure 4 .
The factor is the instantaneous market inflation rate. It can be viewed as a (continuously compounded) HI market quote. The factor a stochastic long-term mean of instantaneous inflation. Inflation rates as Interest rates are known to be mean reverting, and it is natural to consider mean reverting dynamics for the instantaneous inflation . These factors happen to be highly related to the short-term rates (2Y breakeven rate) and the long-term rate of the forward inflation curve, see Figure 5 . Note that the very short inflation futures are not very liquid in the market trades and the short-term curve is usually determined by trading desk economists. We therefore only used the ZCIIS of maturity longer than 2Y for our estimation.
Filtering the oil futures signal
A rough analysis of the US market data suggests a strong link between the slope inflation forward curve and the oil futures (see Figure 2) . Our factorial inflation model allows us to map the slope of the forward curve by a stochastic factor − . In this section we use the Schwartz-Smith [14] model of commodities futures prices to filter the signal coming from the oil futures market. In the two-factor model, one of the factors represents the equilibrium price of the market, the second represents the short-term deviation in log prices and futures prices are mean reverting with respect to this factor.
Model definition
The spot price is assumed to be driven by two underlying factors. Let us denote by t the spot price of oil at time t and = . We assume that s is the sum of two factors = + We then deduce the following expression for the forward price
Since the model is homogenous, we can mimic the estimation procedure we have applied for the inflation model to estimate the state variables on Brent future prices.
Numerical results
The factor is interpreted as the equilibrium price of the oil market. Empirical evidence shows that futures prices are mean reverting around this factor as illustrated by Figure 6 . The factor takes into account the short-term variations of the futures prices, this factor is more volatile than the equilibrium price factor price, it is also strongly related to the futures price (correlation between the series of 1Y futures prices and the factor is above 87%). 
Linking commodities futures and inflation forwards
Our modeling frameworks for inflation and oil futures allowed us to filter the rough data and isolate the main drivers of the market materialized through underlying factors. Our inflation model allowed us to build a market indicator of the spread between headline and core inflation, which behaves similarly to the slope of the forward inflation curve. The commodities model of [14] allowed us to build a market indicator of the market equilibrium price of the oil market, as well as an indicator of the short term fluctuations of the futures prices.
Market estimation of core inflation
From (2.4) and the estimated core factor , one can analyze the historic evolution of the market's CI anticipations. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the HI forward against the CI forward reconstructed from the estimated model. Consistently with the intuition coming from the macro-economic analysis of the main inflation drivers, the HI BEI mean reverts to our CI BEI indicator. The model thus gives promising results for its capacity to isolate a market signal for CI enabling us to deduce a market signal for the spread between HI and CI. 
A promising relationship
One of the aims of this work is to answer whether the strong link between the HI-CI spread and the commodities market is reflected in the corresponding derivatives markets. Empirical As mentioned before the Inflation-linked derivatives market's primary assets are the inflationindexed bonds (these are mainly government bonds), the relationship with the commodities futures market seems to be so strong that it cannot be reduced to the relationship between HI and commodities prices. Though there is no primary market for CI based bonds, the model allows for an identification of a CI market indicator and a spread between a HI and CI market indicator which happen to be dramatically linked to the market indicators for oil prices, allowing the question to be answered positively. One can also look to the results of our estimation from a purely speculative point of view. The high correlation, and the mean reverting property of the signals − and , can be exploited to design an arbitrage trading strategy between oil futures and ZCIIS. However, the implementation of such a strategy needs to be thought through carefully. Suppose we want to exploit the relationship between − and . The 2Y − 10Y ZCIIS slope mean reverts towards − and the 1Y oil future mean reverts towards , then a natural strategy would be to go long when the market prices are lower than the estimated signal, and short when the market prices are higher than the estimated signals. Another strategy would be to build a longshort position depending on the position of one signal against the other. All these simple strategies require that we are able to roll a position on either the 2Y−10Y ZCIIS or the 1Y oil future, either directly on factors − and . While rolling a position on a commodity future is a fairly easy task, it is impossible to do so on a ZCIIS. Money management considerations are crucial to build a robust strategy. The appeal of the model is that in theory a position on the factor i − c (resp. ξ) can be replicated by different choices of ZCIIS (resp. oil futures).
However our model is not designed for accurate consistency with market prices, it is rather a strategic tool to analyze the market main trends and it must be coupled with a more accurate pricing model if one aims to build a sophisticated cross trading strategy.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a detailed analysis of the links between the Inflation-linked derivatives market and the oil futures market. We proposed on the one hand a four-factor model for both inflation and nominal rates, and on the other hand a two-factor model for commodities. The inflation model allows us to break down the forward inflation curve into a part attributed to the market anticipations of CI and a part attributed to the spread between HI and CI. The CI forward curve is explicitly built from the model. The commodities model applied to the oil futures market allows to identify two factors which are associated to the equilibrium price and the short-term variations of the futures prices. The model is not designed for accurate pricing of both inflation-indexed and commodities derivatives, we are interested in its ability to capture the phenomenology of the market prices dynamics.
A signal processing procedure allowed an estimation on the US market data on the 2007-2013
period. We have not proceeded to an accurate estimation of the model parameter, but are rather interested in the estimation of the model factors, which we use as the "clean" signal coming from the market. Empirical results are consistent with macro-economic analysis. The actual BEI exhibits a mean reversion property towards the extracted market indicators for forward CI. The market factor of the spread between the HI and the CI appears to be highly correlated to the commodities market drivers.
The results suggest that the inflation market is mature enough to build CI based derivatives, that can be cross-hedged using oil futures. Though the study highlights an opportunity it does neglect some important aspects linked to the implementation of a cross-hedging strategy, and in particular the money-management dimension. Though the inflation-linked derivatives market has soared in recent years, it is still not very liquid compared to some sections of the commodities futures market. A strong link is evident from our study but how to exploit it needs some additional work.
